
Recruiting and retaining can be 
hard. Let the Rural Health and 
Primary Care Program help 
make it easier.

Demystifying the
Immigration Process for
Maine's Physician Recruiters

Virtual Event Via Zoom
Tuesday, May 18, 2021

11:00am - 12:00pm

Attention Health Care Leaders and 
HR Professionals

with Immigration Attorneys, 
Robert Aronson and Matthew Webster of 
Fredrikson & Byron, Minneapolis, Minnesota

Please RSVP by May 13th:

http://form.123formbuilder.com/5053394/form

  

http://form.123formbuilder.com/5053394/form


ROBERT ARONSON is a shareholder and immigration attorney at Fredrikson and Byron, located

in Minneapolis, Minnesota, and he concurrently serves as Chair of the Board of HIAS, the global

agency of the American Jewish community providing refugees of all faiths and backgrounds

with protection and dignity. Over the course of his legal career, his advocacy, articles, and

speaking engagements have had a major impact in immigration law, policy, and legal practice

for international physicians and their employers. Representative achievements include: Fulbright

Fellow at the law schools of Harvard and Moscow State University; Editor-in-Chief of The

Physician Immigration Book, which is the most authoritative treatise on immigration matters for

IMGs; legal advisor on the advisory body to the U.S. Secretary of Health and Human Services in

its study on immigration policy for international physicians; founder and first chair of the

International Medical Graduate (IMG) Taskforce. Among the honors accorded to him for

professional excellence: Roberta Friedman Lifetime Achievement Award (inaugural recipient)

for contributions to the field of immigration law and policy for international physicians; Fredric

Moskol 3RNet Leadership Award for contributions in exploring the role of immigration in

creatively expanding coverage by international physicians in rural America; Distinguished

Service Award of the Indiana University School of Law; Sydney Barrows Lifetime Achievement

Award of the Cardozo Society, the affinity group of Jewish lawyers, jurists, and law students in

the Twin Cities, for professional excellence, community service, and love of learning. 

MATTHEW WEBSTER is an immigration attorney with Fredrikson & Byron based out of

Minneapolis, Minnesota, and he serves concurrently as the Treasurer for the Minnesota and

Dakotas Chapter of the American Immigration Lawyers Association. He is committed to

assisting employers and individuals in meeting their immigration objectives through zealous

advocacy and trusted counsel, with particular emphasis on partnering with international

physicians and healthcare institutions to meet their immigration needs and the public health of

their communities. Representative achievements include: Rising Star – Immigration (2020),

Minnesota Super Lawyers; the American Immigration Lawyers Association 2019 Arthur C. Helton

Memorial Human Rights Award and the Advocates for Human Rights 2019 Human Rights

Volunteer Award for his work as a Somali 92 Team Member; Minnesota State Bar Association

Pro Bono All Star Award; and Adjunct Instructor in Legal Writing and Immigration Law at the

University of Minnesota Law School from 2012 to 2017. 

This workshop is being brought to you by the Rural Health and Primary Care Program, a
Program of the Maine Center for Disease Control and Prevention

Contact:
(207) 287-5524
www.mainepublichealth.gov/ruralhealth

What are the new legal and congressional
developments impacting the recruitment of
international physicians?
What are the options to obtain a J-1 waiver?
What are the best practices in developing J-1
waiver applications?
What are the alternative immigration options if a
waiver case is denied?
Are there special considerations – both good and
bad - to the recruitment of Canadian
physicians?
What is the process to qualify an international
physician for H-1B status?
How do you integrate immigration with physician
recruitment to gain a competitive edge?
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If you cannot register electronically or are

having technical difficulties do not

hesitate to contact us. 

Please register by May 13, 2021 

A Zoom invite will be sent via email to

registrants 

Certificates of completion will be

provided.

Virtual Workshop Details

Robert Aronson

Matthew Webster

About the Presenters


